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Introduction 

The challenge for the designer in developing a new wind turbine is to incorporate sufficient strength in 
its components to safely achieve a 20- or 30-year service life. To accomplish this, the designer must 
understand the load and stress distributions (in a statistical sense at least) that the turbine is likely to 
encounter during its operating life. Sources of loads found in the normal operating environment include 
start/stop cycles, emergency shutdowns, the turbulence environment associated with the specific site and 
turbine location, and extreme or "rare" events that can challenge the turbine short-term survivability. 
Extreme events can result from an operational problem (e.g., controller failure) or violent atmospheric 
phenomena (tomadic circulations, strong gust fronts). For the majority of the operating time, however, 
the character of the turbulent inflow is the dominant source of the alternating stress distributions 
experienced by the structural components. Methods of characterizing or scaling the severity of the 
loading spectra (or the rate of fatigue damage accumulation) must be applicable to a wide range of 
turbulent inflow environments- from solitary isolation to the complex flows associated with multi-row 
wind farms. The metrics chosen must be related to the properties of the turbulent inflow and 
independent of the nature of local terrain features. 

Scaling of Loading Spectra by Turbulence Descriptors 

The stochastic characteristics of the turbulent inflow are the major significance in influence on the rate 
accumulation of alternating (range or peak-to-peak) stress cycles experienced by structural components 
in wind turbines. Recently we showed that the distributions of these cycles can be described by a 
mixture of at least three parametric statistical models [ 1-3]. The contribution of each of the component 
distributions is diagrammed in Figure 1. Recent analyses of the loading events associated with turbine 
rotor blades have shown that the majority of the fatigue damage is associated with events occurring 
relatively infrequently, as compared with the turbine rotation rate (low-cycle), but with high amplitudes. 
We will subsequently refer to this range as the low-cycle, high-amplitude (LCHA) range. We found that, 
except for the in-plane or edgewise blade bending, the LCHA range is described by a decaying 
exponential distribution. An extreme value (Type I) distribution appears to describe the edgewise 
bending loads whose shape is strongly influenced by the once-per-revolution gravity load. 

In another analysis, we compared several statistical descriptors of the turbulent inflow with the shape 
parameters of the decaying exponential distribution of the root flapwise loading and the extreme value 
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distribution of the root edgewise loads in the LCHA range [4]. The data from an extensive series of 
measurements of the simultaneous operation of two adjacent Micon 65/13 turbines deep within a large 
wind farm in the San Gorgonio Pass, California. We found that the upper (high) frequency bound of the 
LCHA range could be described as 100 cycles/hour. We believe that the asymptotic behavior observed in · 

the LCHA load range is a consequence of the cycle-counting process being Markov-Poisson. This means 
that, for record lengths or counting periods where stationarity can be assumed, the events (the closing of 
hysteresis stress/strain cycles) are independent of one another and their number depends only on the 
record length. For the highly unsteady conditions present in a wind farm environment, quasi-stationarity 
can only be assumed to exist for periods near 10 minutes. Because the turbulence in the turbine inflow is 
the ultimate excitation of the observed load cycles, we suggest that the process can be described as non
or inhomogeneous Markov-Poisson whose scaling varies with time. 

We determined the sensitivity of the distribution_ shape parameters to inflow fluid dynamics parameters 
by classifying the observed population of 10-minute records with respect to atmospheric stability and 
mean hub-height horizontal wind speed. A number of turbulence descriptors measured at hub height 
were calculated for each of the classes: mean horizontal wind speed and standard deviation, turbulence 
intensity, medians of the components of the mean shear (Reynolds) stresses, and gradient Richardson 
number stability criteria. By cross-correlating these bulk measures with the distribution shape 
parameters, we determined that they were most sensitive to the stability and the hub-height mean shear 
stress u'w' (u*). Figures 2 and 3 summarize these correlations for the flap and edgewise bending loads, 

respectively. We also found a narrow range of slightly stable flow conditions in which the exponential 
distribution slope reaches its minimum and the extreme value distirbution (edgewise bending) reaches its 
maximum. Such conditions indicate a broad range of load cycles are present. This stability range was 
also found to contain the highest values of the cross-covariances for the three wind components, 
indicating that the flow was dominated by highly correlated or coherent structures. As shown in Figure 
4, the majority of the 25 largest flapwise bending loads in the Micon 65 data set were in this stability 
range. 

Damaging Loads and Coherent Turbulent Structures 

We believe the conditions present in this narrow stability range support the existence of dynamic 
instability in the internal wind-farm flows. Under these conditions, small-scale perturbations such as 
those making up turbine wakes can grow exponentially with time. Also, within the layer containing the 
turbine rotors, this range of stability can support the development of internal gravity waves and transient 
shear-generated phenomena such as Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. At this point we are unsure about 
the size of the disturbances (relative to the dimensions of the rotor) responsible for the largest peak loads 
observed on the turbine rotors. We do know, however, that these disturbances move vertically as well as 
horizontally through the disks. Figure 5 demonstrates the character of large flapwise loads encountered 
in two stability regimes. Case A took place in a less-stable flow where the stability parameter ziL was 
+0.007 as compared with Case B where it was +0.041. 

During the year prior to making the measurements on the Micon turbines, we measured extensively the 
turbulence characteristics from two 50-m towers installed at two other locations in this large 41-row 
wind farm. One tower was placed immediately upwind of the first row of the farm and the other 
immediately downstream. We collected more than 4 weeks of data with both towers in simultaneous, 
24-hour operation during the peak of the San Gorgonio wind season. From these results, we developed 
site-specific turbulence models for both environments [5]. We later included in the modeling the data 
collected in conjunction with the following year's Micon measurements. The results allow us to examine 
statistically the diurnal conditions in which the presence of coherent turbulent structures is indicated, and 
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therefore, the possibility of increased damaging loads in the exposed turbines. Figure 6 summarizes the 
measurements of u'w', as a function of the hub-height mean wind speed and 5-to-50 meter layer stability 
expressed as the ziL parameter. A noticeable difference exits between turbulence environments upwind 
(Row 1) and within or downstream of the farm. The Micon test turbines were located at Row 37 and the 
downstream tower beyond Row 41; the former had an operating row of turbines immediately upstream 
for a spacing of seven turbine rotor diameters (70), whereas the nearest oper:;tting turbine upstream of 
the downwind tower was two rows or 140. The rate of mean shear stress increase with increasing wind 
speed is much greater within and downstream of the farm, reflecting the impact of the turbine wakes and 
the strong shear zone immediately above the turbines. The effect of the 70 spacing is seen in the higher 
mean shear stress and its high rate of increase with wind speed. Further, the levels remain elevated with 
increasing stability, in comparison with the upwind and downwind tower locations. 

Modeling the LCHA Loading with Coherent Turbulent Events 

We have used the site-specific turbulence models to generate a range of simulated inflows to
· 

drive 
turbine dynamic simulations based on the ADAMS® (Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical 
Systems) multi-body simulation code. We recently simulated four turbulence inputs based on hub-height 

wind speeds of 12 and 17 ms-1 and two spectral models. Two of the simulated inflows are based on the 
IEC TC-88 Kaimal spectral model. The remainder are based on conditions seen at Row 37 (70 spacing) 
when frequent activity in the LCHA load range has been noted. The turbine simulated was a downwind 
machine with a two-bladed rotor and teetered hub [6]. The flap and edgewise alternating blade loading 
(range) spectra for the four simulated turbulence cases are summarized in Figure 7. Table 1 summarizes 
a number of turbulence statistical parameters calculated from the hub station for the four turbulence 
simulations. The relationship between the simulated wind farm environments and the observed mean 
stress distributions for three wind farm stations are shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10. The impact of 
encountering a coherent turbulent structure on the teeter angle and flap- and edgewise blade root loads is 
presented in Figure 11. 

Table 1. Measured Turbulence Descriptors for Simulated Turbulent Flows at Hub Height. 

Spectral 
Model 

(u'w')l/2 (u'v')112 (v'w')l/2 ziL 
Power 

Law 
Coefficient 
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Conclusions 

We have presented evidence that the fatigue loads in the low-cycle (100 cycles per hour or less), high
amplitude range are influenced by the degree of coherency in the turbulence inflow. By applying an 
appropriate statistical distribution to this range, the distribution shape parameters can be scaled by 
knowing the mean hub.-height shearing stress and stability of the inflow. The higher shear stresses are 
associated with increased activity in the LCHA and further increases are noted within a wind farm when 
slightly stable flows are present. These results indicate that damaging turbine loads scale with more than 
just the mean wind speed and turbulence intensity. In the design of wind turbines, a more conservative 
position is necessary in defining the lifetime loading distributions if the turbines are to be used in multi
row wind farms. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of Loading-Cycle Ranges and Mixed-Distribution Model. 
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Figure 2. Variation of hub-level shear stress and exponential distribution shape parameter, f3t, for 

blade flapwise bending moment versus Monin-Obukhov (M-0) stability parameter, z!L. 
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Figure 4. Wind-component normalized covariance versus M-0 stability parameter, z!L. The peak 
flapwise loads for the 25 largest events are also shown. 
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Figure 5. Azimuthal positions of peak flap loads observed on Micon 65 with NREL rotor. Case A 
is for less-stable flow (z/L = +0.007) and Case B is for more-stable flow (z/L = +0.041). 
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Figure 7. Predicted alternating flap- and edgewise load spectra for the four simulated turbulent 
inflow conditions. 
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Figure 11. Simulated coherent blade loading example derived from 17 ms·1 San Gorgonio wind-farm turbulence model. Bending units are 
in kilonewton-meters (kNm). 
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